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A MEDICAL NEWSLETTER OF THE SRI SATHYA SAI SEVA ORGANISATIONS INDIA

 “… Just as barely 2 percent of the energy coming from the sun is 
used by the world, hardly a minute fraction of the power of the 

Divine consciousness in man is being properly used. Make use of it 
to help society. Do not live only for your own sake. When you use 

your energies in the service of society, the Divine power in you gets 
surcharged. It will not diminish to the slightest extent.” Baba

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
Dr. Panangipali Venugopal, the renowned 
Cardiac Surgeon & an ardent devotee of 
Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba speaks 
to “Sri Sathya Sai Arogya Premanjali”

Volume 1 No. 3 February - April, 2018

Sri Sathya Sai Arogya Premanjali

Dr. Neelam B Desai, Head Department 
of CTVS SSSIHMS-PG writes “Never 
will be born again such a loving and 
paripoorna avatar who spent His 
entire life showering His selfless love 
and compassion on the masses”.

In this issue...

TEmPLE of hEALINg



A ConversAtion with BhAgAwAn
4th December 2002 Prof. K. Anil Kumar
A couple of days later, I saw Bhagawan distributing saris 
to a few ladies. Then He slowly walked towards us. Next I 
saw Bhagawan talking to a few gentlemen. Naturally, I was 
curious to know who they were. But I did not dare to ask, 
“Who are they, Swami?” Remember, I am not supposed to 
ask! But seeing my face, which had a big question mark 
written on it (Laughter) Bhagawan Himself began to explain:

He asked, “Have you seen the ladies there?”

I could not say, “I have seen” because I have not come here 
to see ladies. (Laughter) I could not say, “I have not seen” 
because I did see them! (Laughter) So, I simply smiled. 
(Laughter)

Then He explained, “They are the lady doctors. The men 
doctors are on this side. I gave them clothes. You know, 

they are all doctors with post-graduate degrees, surgeons, 
physicians -- top doctors.”

Now it was time for me to ask for more information 
from Bhagawan. “Swami, where do they come from?” A 
reasonable question -- nothing to do with lady doctors or 
anything like that! It was quite a convenient question that 
would not embarrass Swami. “Where do they come from?”

“They are from Madras.”

Oh! Swami, Madras? I see many doctors, Swami.”

“Many? 300 doctors have come from Madras!”

“Oh! 300?”

“Yes, 300 are here.”

“Swami, why are they here?”

“They came on tour.”

Develop unity. Unity is great strength. Unity is great power– Baba
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“An excursion?” (Laughter)

“Chi, chi! Not an excursion! (Laughter) No, no! They visited 
villages all along the way, organised medical camps and 
finally reached here for Swami’s blessings. They came 
here for Swami’s blessings, after doing service in different 
villages and organising medical camps at different places.”

“Oh, Swami, I see. I thought it was just a weekend visit.”

“No, no! It is not entertainment, no.”

“Oh, I see! Swami, anything else?

“Ah, yes!

“What?”

“Do you know that all of them can sing bhajans well?”

“How should I know? When did they sing? Doctors - where 
do they sing? Not in the surgery theatre! 

“They sing bhajans, but not in the medical camp. They do 
evening bhajans.”

“Oh, I see, Swami. They also sing bhajans!”

“And then further, some of the doctors can also chant the 
Vedas. They do Vedic chanting.”

“Doctors chanting Vedas?”

“Yes, they can do it!”

Then Swami must have understood, “This fellow (Anil 
Kumar) does not seem to believe anything that I say!” 
(Laughter) You know, we cannot hide anything from Swami! 
Immediately Swami called one doctor from the ladies’ side 

-- a Mrs. Hemadri or some name like that (I don’t remember 
her name). She came forward. She had also written a book. 
She came up to Swami.

“How many of you have come?”

“300, Swami.”

“What have you done?”

“Medical camps.”

“Where?”

“In several villages.”

This verified every statement that He had said to me, as if 
we were in a police station (Laughter) or in a courtroom! So 
He made her say all that.

Swami said, “Oh, only medical camp?”

“No, Swami, we organised bhajans also.”

“Oh, bhajans also?” (Laughter)

He started looking at me sarcastically. (Laughter)

“Ah! All of you sing?”

“Swami, some of them know Vedic chanting also. (Laughter)

Then Bhagawan said, “In these days, particularly for doctors, 
money is God. And for them to sacrifice like this -- to 
organise medical camps and to sing bhajans for everybody 
– this is possible only in the Sathya Sai Organisation. Only 
Sai devotees will do that. Nobody else will do that.”

Therefore, this is the best example for everyone to emulate 
and to learn in our own individual way.

Knowledge without action is useless and action without knowledge is senseless– Baba

FroM the DesK oF the ALL inDiA PresiDent
Dear Brothers & Sisters 

SAI RAM !

This February to April issue is indeed heartwarming. It proves that the Spirit of Seva amongst 
the devotees is very high. The article on Dr Venugopal titled the “Master Surrenders at the 
Lotus Feet:” is a saga of the great Devotee and the Supreme Master, which will inspire many in 
the Medical fraternity. I am extremely impressed at the great inroads that the Sai Sevaks have 
made in the Kashmir valley through medical seva, which is unprecedented. It has made us 
realise that love expressed through medical seva can spark Divine Love in human beings. I am 
also impressed with youth of the Organisation in various states who have carried medical help 

to the Sri Sathya Sai Vidyajyothi Schools in various rural parts of India. I congratulate the Prashanthigram Hospital 
on the successful Opthalmic Conference and I also wish the Whitefield Hospital on its 17th Anniversary.

However, I do want to draw the attention of all the brothers and Sisters of the Medical Fraternity that apart from 
rendering medical seva, Swami always wanted that we educate the rural poor on Preventive health so that they live 
a healthy Lifestyle and do not fall sick. I once again urge the medical fraternity of Sai to embark upon this aspect of 
the Preventive Healthcare as soon as possible.

I once again congratulate the editorial team for the lovely issue Sri Sathya Sai Arogya Premanjali and I pray to Swami 
to give them grace to continue this publication with all vigor and enthusiasm.

I also wish all the readers Sai Ram.

Nimish Pandya
All India President, Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations India
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the MAster surrenDers At the Lotus Feet
An exclusive interview with the Master Cardiac Surgeon, Dr. P Venugopal  

(Telephonic Interview by Dr Sanjay Aggarwal and Sri Gopi Pidatala)

Dr. Panangipali Venugopal, the 
pioneer in Cardiac Surgery is a 
Padma Bhushan Awardee. He 
has pioneered Heart Transplant 
Surgery in India, having 
performed the first successful 
heart transplant in the country.

Dr. P Venugopal performed the first cardiac surgery in Sri 
Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Medical Sciences on the day 
of its inauguration- the 22nd of November, 1991.

Team: Sai Ram Sir. With swami’s grace, we are indeed 
fortunate to be with the master of our profession. We 
had been longing to talk to you about your experiences, 
working for humanity and Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisation.

You have had a long association with our organization. 
Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba assigned you the noble 
duty of setting up the cardiac setup in the Super Speciality 
Hospital at Prashanthi Nilayam.

Please share your experiences with Sri Sathya Sai Baba, any 
experiences with divinity; any moment you would like to 
cherish and thank the almighty for.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Every breath, every moment. I cherish 
every moment I have been in the service of the divine 
master, Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba.

While we had put every effort for completion of the 
project, we had committed to Bhagawan that completion 
and commissioning of SSSIHMS was indeed possible if 
Bhagawan’s blessings were with us. Initially we ran into 
many roadblocks but at the end of every roadblock stood 
Swami and He made the impossible possible. I still say, 
Swami was a doctor, midwife, mother all rolled into 
one when it came to delivering His precious baby — the 
hospital.

Team:  Sir, Spirituality and Medicine – Doctors practising 
medicine should do work with compassion and empathy. 
How well do you go with directing your doctors in the 
nation to be a part – spiritual - seeking guidance from 
ancient scriptures and mythology?

Dr. P. Venugopal: The ideal is to serve and practice with 
compassion. This is what even the Hippocrates oath ordains. 
However, a lot depends on individual mental make-up and 
training. For some, this orientation gives solace, for others it 
is irrelevant. Personally, I feel it gives a moral guideline that 
is particularly important in today’s times. 

Team: Your directions to doctors- for doctors health and 
their well being.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Don’t take it for granted; just because 
you cure others, does not mean that you can be lax about 
your own. Stress levels, in particular, are high and you 
can’t undermine the effects on mental health. Follow 
your convictions, but don’t ignore your own health. Most 
important, practice what you preach!!! 

Team: As the master of medical services in the nation- your 
guide and guidance for all doctors and budding doctors- 
students grooming up to becoming doctors.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Work with zeal, work to targets and aim 
to be the best. Excellence is non-negotiable... give it your 
all and you will be paid with invaluable blessings.

Team: You’ve seen and gone through the services 
(community and medical) being done by Sri Sathya Sai Seva 
Organisation, India. How do you endorse Bhagawan Sri 
Sathya Sai Baba’s medical mission as an example of services 
to the nation.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Swami’s mission of ‘Health for all’ is the 
best ever. His direction was to make this better than AIIMS, 
so that people who did not have the means or access 
to AIIMS never felt that they were missing something or 
settling for less.... the government is now following the same 
philosophy by setting up multiple AIIMS across the country!

Team: Sir! You’ve been the chief of Swami’s hospitals. Your 
first experience at Prashanti Hospital.

Dr. P. Venugopal: In all humility, I have been His servant, 
not a Chief. From the time when Swami spoke to me about 
His vision to the time we performed our first operation 
there and thereafter, it has been the single-most ennobling 
experience in my life, the rarest of blessings.

On Spirituality and Medicine, serve and practice with 
compassion, this is what even the hippocrates oath ordains.

On Doctor’s Health, practice what you preach. Follow your 
convictions, but don’t ignore your own health.

Guidance for Doctors, Work with zeal, work to targets and 
aim to be the best. Excellence is non negotiable.

On Swami’s Mission, swami’s mission of “health for all is 
the best”

Experience in Prashanthi Hospital, I have been Swami’s 
servant not a chief. Operating at SSSIhmS has been the 
rarest of blessings.

Medical Seva by SSSSO, India unique, unparalleled, 
unsurpassable, a gold standard for the world.

On Divine Will, Bow to the divine will, anything less than 
that is ego.

On Sacrifice, Medicine is a noble profession, be true to it, 
don’t besmirch it- that is all the sacrifice that is required.

Cherishable Moments with BhagaWan SrI Sathya 
SaI BaBa, Every Breath, Every moment.

Swami was a doctor, midwife, mother all rolled into one 
when it came to delivering his precious baby- the hospital.

-Dr. Venugopal

Human beings should follow Dharma. And Dharma should be tempered with Daya (Compassion) – Baba
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Team: You’ve seen almost all medical institutions all over 
the country. How will you rate Prashanthi services? The Sri 
Sathya Sai Seva Organisation has been trying to provide 
free medical seva throughout country through samiti level.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Unique, unparalleled, unsurpassable. 
Why just the country, this is a gold standard for the world. 

Team: We sir, had a medical conference in the month of 
August in Prashanthi Nilayam which you (because of your 
busy schedule) couldn’t attend. We missed you there. 
About 1500 doctors participated. It was a time of purposeful 
exchange of ideas for provision of ideal, futuristic healthcare 
for the needy. It would be nice if you give some directions 
on the service levels and community service for the doctors.

Dr. P. Venugopal: The mission is well and thriving with 
the hospitals, the mobile clinics, the seva dals, the doctors 
and the medical staff... what more can I say? Each one of us 
marches to the tune of our Lord and He is directing it all.

Team: Sir, miracles happen. Medical field and practice sees 
miracles happen. We’ve seen patients recovering without 
hope. They come out with or without treatment. We’ve 
seen almost dead coming alive with the faith and prayers. 
How do you feel prayers help from the side of us doctors? 
Your instructions about following “Hippocratic Oath.”

Dr. P. Venugopal: Everybody has had experiences in life 
that are difficult to define or describe. Impossible things 
happen and we attribute these to the Divine. Swami Himself 
has said that spirituality is beyond science. We must bow 
to the Divine Will, anything less than that is Ego!

Team: Sri Sathya Sai Baba had always said, ‘Spirit of sacrifice 
is the hall mark of a true doctor.’ It conveys a truth which 
should be the guiding precept of all doctors. How far in 
practicality should a doctor be sacrificing totally?

Dr. P. Venugopal: As far as possible help ever, hurt 
never. Listen to your inner voice, be honest in practice and 
dissemination of knowledge. It is a noble profession, be true 
to it, don’t besmirch it - that is all the sacrifice that is required. 

Team: Did swami at any time prove to you physically that 
He is the supreme doctor.

Dr. P. Venugopal: Swami gave me a mission to 
accomplish. To plan, set up, finish and make the hospital 
functional . As a human being i moved forward... But we 
should remember that it was HE who was the Guide, Director 
and the Supreme Power behind this mission. Just imagine,  
we picked up students from Anantapur Campus and 
trained them as Nurses, MBA students from the University 
and trained them in a flat 3 months as Perfusionists for 
cardiopulmonary bypass machine (heart–lung machine) 
during cardiac surgery and other surgeries that require 
cardiopulmonary bypass. Is this humanly possible ? Many 
a time Swami used to tell us, you do your job and I shall do 
mine.

See, a number of cases that we are humanly not possible to 
be treated that came to our hospital, very high risk cases ... 
they would have gone to every hospital and then come here 
to Puttaparthi with some divine hope that some miracle 

treatment would happen... Swami in all His Love and Grace 
would tell them to go and get operated at the Hospital. The 
patient is admitted and we used to do our job...but it is the 
Faith in Swami... the indepth Trust in Him and the Divine 
Endeavour that used to work as he has been blessed by the 
Supreme God ! 

He knows everything... tell you ...everything...every morning 
He would come out and ask,” How many operations ?” He 

never asked how did that Surgery go ...what happened to 
that patient or this patient ... Simple question ...’ How many 
operations?... We used to answer saying 3, 4, 6 ...that’s it ... he 
would give blessing followed by a divine smile of assurance 
that HE knows all ... That is Divinity !

Team: Personally and at family level being such an 
accomplished doctor ... how has Swami helped you to be a 
better human being at individual and family level ...

Dr. P. Venugopal: Surrender is the best way to derive 
the blessings of God! His teachings, His Message and His 
ideologies have always been a part of my life wherever I 
have been . My weekend visits, spending vacations at the 
abode of Divine Supreme Master has helped me in many 
ways doing my duties professionally as well as individually. 
Have that immense faith in divinity... it has always helped 
me a life filled with satisfaction and be a better person.

The Story of The First Heart Transplant in India

Before 1994, the only way to get a heart transplant for 
Indians was to go abroad—a luxury most patients suffering 
end-stage heart disease could not afford.

After the Transplantation of Human Organs Bill finally 
received the President’s assent on 7th July 1994, a group of 
surgeons led by P. Venugopal 
successfully performed India’s 
first heart transplant at the 
All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences (AIIMS) on 3rd August 
the same year.

It was a landmark legislation to 
regulate the removal, storage 
and transplant of human 
organs.

“Life time Achievement Award” with the Prime Minister of India

Faith in yourself and faith in God- this is the secret of greatness. – Baba
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Life Sketch of Dr. P. Venugopal

Dr. Venogopal was born at Rajahmundry  in the South 
Indian  state of  Andhra Pradesh, on 6th July 1942. 
He enrolled at the  All India Institute of Medical 
Sciences (AIIMS), New Delhi, in 1959 to secure his MBBS 
and continued his higher education at the institute itself. 
His first post graduate degree was the Master of Surgery 
(MS) which was followed by MCh in cardiovascular 
thoracic surgery, which he passed with honors. 

In 1970-71, subsequent to his specialization, he joined 
the Faculty of AIIMS. The major part of his career was 
spent at AIIMS where he rose progressively, serving as 
the professor, the Head of the Department and then 
the Dean, before reaching the post of the Director, 
the highest academic position on offer at AIIMS, on 
1st July 2003. 

Soon after joining AIIMS, Venugopal participated in 
two advanced training programs, an adult Open Heart 
Surgery  training under  Denton Cooley  at the  Texas 
Heart Institute and paediatric open heart surgery under 
S. Subramanian, at the Children’s Hospital,  Buffalo, 
New York, following which he launched the open 
heart surgery clinic at AIIMS, under the guidance of 
Professor N. Gopinath, in 1974. This was followed by 
the establishment of the Cardiothoracic Sciences Centre, 
where he performed the first heart transplantation 
in India on 3rd August 1994 and, later, for the first time 
in Asia, the implantation of the Left Ventricular Assist 
Device.

Venugopal has pioneered heart transplant surgery  in 
India, having performed the first successful heart 
transplant in the country.  He performed the first 
implantation of left ventricular assist device, lasting for 
more than 90 days, in Asia. He introduced the stem cell 
therapy, for the first time in India, by the deployment 
of autologous  stem cell implantation for repairing 
the  myocardium  as an alternative to transplantation, 
which he did on 26 patients. On the prolificacy of 
Venugopal, media reports are in general agreement 
of his involvement in the performance of over 50,000 
open heart and 12,000 closed heart surgeries. He has 
been a recognized trainer, too, with more than 100 
cardio-thoracic surgeons around the world, trained 
under him.

In the lead-up to the law, Venugopal and his team in the 
department of cardiothoracic and vascular surgery at AIIMS 
had been modifying the heart transplant surgery techniques 
by experimenting on animals.

“We were waiting for the bill to be passed for a long time as 
there were a lot of patients in the hospital who were suffering 
from end-stage heart disease and could not be treated through 
any existing medicines or procedures,” said Venugopal, who 
was then the chief of the cardiothoracic centre in AIIMS.

Devi Ram, a 40-year-old heavy industry worker suffering from 
cardiomyopathy, had been admitted in AIIMS for three months. 
The patient belonged to the AB+ blood group, a universal 
recipient blood group.

“A 35-year-old lady who had suffered brain haemorrhage was 
brought into the hospital and her family agreed for the heart 
transplant. Devi Ram saw this as the only way and agreed too. All 
the conditions were suitable and compatible and so it was decided 
that the procedure will be carried out,” Venugopal recollects.

On 3rd August, 1994, in a 59-minute procedure, a team of 20 
surgeons led by Venugopal conducted the successful heart 
transplant surgery. Devi Ram lived on for 15 more years until he 
died of unrelated brain haemorrhage.

“It was important that surgeons in our country be ready with 
technical knowledge to carry out this procedure. Those days 
patients had to go abroad for heart transplant and since hearts 
were in short supply in those countries too, often these patients 
would be disappointed,” said Venugopal. “This surgery put 
India on the world transplant map and opened this facility and 
possibility for India,” he added.

The First in the World Cape Town, South Africa

In another part of the world, South African cardiac surgeon 
Christiaan Barnard made medical history when he did the 
first-ever human-to-human heart transplant in the world on 
December 3, 1967.The recipient was Louis Washkansky, the donor 
a 24-year old woman called Denise Darvall, who was declared 
brain dead after being injured in a road accident. Washkansky 
died 18 days later but medical history had been made.

Dr Chris Barnard with Louis Washansky 

It is your goodness that protects you and it is your wickedness that invites punishment– Baba
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17th AnniversAry CeLeBrAtions oF sri sAthyA sAi institute oF 
higher MeDiCAL sCienCes, whiteFieLD

Sri Sathya Sai Institute wore a festive look on the occasion 
of its 17th Anniversary Celebrations. The Trustees of Sri 
Sathya Sai Central Trust and Director received the Chief 
Guest for the Function, Hon’ble Minister of State for Health 
and Family Welfare, Sri Ashwini Kumar Choubey, and his 
entourage.

After offering his obeisance to Lord Ganesh in the Dome 
area, he was ushered into Swami’s room for invoking 
Swami’s blessings for the celebrations.

The Minister and the Trustees then proceeded to the venue 
of the function – the Reception Block - which was decked up 
in silver white and regal blue with the backdrop of a large LED 
screen, welcoming all to the 17th Anniversary Celebrations 
of SSSIHMS-Whitefield. The program commenced with the 
ceremonial lighting of the lamp by the Minister and the 
Trustees, as the invocation prayer was being offered by the 
Counselling team. This was followed by cutting the special 

Anniversary cake. Sri K. Chakravarthi, Member Secretary, 
SSSCT presented the Minister with a momento.

The Director commenced the program by delivering the 
Welcome address and presented the annual report of the 
Institute for the period 2017. This was followed by two 
speeches by Sri S.S. Naganand and Sri R.J. Rathnakar.

The speeches were followed by a grand cultural program 
titled “Thyagenaike Amrutathwamanasuhu…” by the 
staff and their family members. This concluded the 17th 
Anniversary Celebrations of SSSIHMS-Whitefield.

Unity is the secret of social progress and service to society is the means to promote it– Baba
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teMPLe oF heALing-sssihMs-Pg

We celebrated the silver jubilee of 
our hospital just 2 months ago. This 
occasion filled my heart with lot of 
happiness and pride. My mind went 
back along the memory lane to the 
time it all began. Most of the great 
enterprises always have humble 
beginnings; from where they reach 

great heights and become symbols of great success. But how do 
you begin to explain and describe the growth of an organization 
which did not just have a good beginning, but was actually 
grand!! The flurry of events in a short timespan right from 
the announcement of the hospital on November 23rd, 1990 
to the first operation exactly a year later- all became part of 
the legend that our beloved Sai created. However, opening 
on a high pedestal was just the first step; what followed has 
been an endearing saga of hope, love and compassion to the 
impoverished hearts of all of mankind. I deem it a great privilege 

to have been a witness to this remarkable story from very close 
quarters for over two decades and it still fills me with disbelief 
and gratitude to be a part of this incredible saga.

Over 27,400 Heart patients with an average of 4-5 Cardiac patients 
per day have been the recipients of His immense grace over the 
last 25 years. The Department of Cardiothoracic and Vascular 
Surgery of which I have been a part has grown from strength to 
strength during this time. I had the privilege to join this institute 
in the year 1993 in February as a senior resident and have gone on 
to become head of the department since the year 2000. 

When a health enterprise with social leanings is launched, 
whispers about the quality and complexity of the work are 
always bound to be raised. However one look at the list of 
surgeries performed and the kind of work done here is enough 
to make even the most questioning skeptic convinced. The 
entire spectrum of cardiac surgery is performed here and the 
visiting surgeons from India and abroad are often astonished 
to see the variety of cases they are witness to when they 
make a round in the CTVS ICU. The beeping ventilators, the 
flashing monitors and swanky gadgets of patient monitoring 
comparable with the best in the world makes even the most 
experienced health managers question all that they have learnt. 
What Bhagawan has showed is that this model of Medicare is 
not just sustainable but is one which must be emulated by all 
organizations, both governmental and non-governmental. 

Digging a little deeper, what is it that drives this phenomenal 
carousal of compassion and care? At its core are the founding 
pillars of our hospital:

1. Care which is universal.
2. Care which is free.
3. Care which is comprehensive.
4. Care emphasizing prevention.
5. Care offered with love and compassion.

Any form of healthcare with these principles is bound to 
fructify into a service which heals not just the body, but also 
the mind and the soul. 

While the patients no doubt are the recipients of his loving care, 
one often overlooked segment whose life has been changed 
are the staff working in his hospital. He has not only made us His 
instruments in this mission but has also enriched our lives in a way 
which is not possible to be described in words. It has augmented 
our understanding in the field of medicine and has made us 
realise the definition of the word healing. One’s skills, knowledge, 
and experience should be utilized for the service of others. When 
the heart is filled with compassion, the hands are dedicated to the 
service of others, the body is engaged in constant help to others, 
the life of such a person is sacred, purposeful, and noble.

By converting the love for material things into love of God, one experiences the Divine– Baba

“Treat the patient as a whole and not only the disease”.

“Treat the patient as your own kith and kin and smilingly and not 
with a castor oil face”.

“Free treatment should not be poor treatment”.

“Try to be a good doctor rather than a great doctor”.

“What you cannot offer to your mother, father, brother and 
sister, do not offer to a poor person. Bhagawan told us to have 
the same standard for the poor and the rich and not to offer 
inferior treatment.”

“Offer service as if you are offering a rose to god and not a penny 
to a beggar. Give it with love & compassion; do it with humility & 
vision of God inside them’.”
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Bhagawan gives a beautiful insight of what a doctor should 
be like. He said that love and compassion are the 2 most 
important ingredients that the patients look for in a doctor. 
Talk to the patient with love and compassion as these cure 
the patients 50 percent more even before the medicines 
start acting. Give patients the injection of courage and 
encouragement just like the calcium injection is administered 
to the weak.

As you can see 25 years have passed and the hospital has only 
grown in different specialties and continues to offer solace 
to suffering humanity. The hospital has also grown on the 
academic front offering DNB degree to the students to practice 
their speciality when they get qualified. Apart from making its 
mark in the spiritual realm as well as rendering yeomen service 
in healthcare, an often visualized but less acknowledged facet 
of the hospital has been its architecture. 

Within a few years of its construction, in the year 1994, 
our hospital got ranked in the architectural digest as 
the top fifty hospitals of the world. It was the first time, a 
hospital worth from the developing countries was selected. 
The architects- Paul Jones and Ken Nooks who chose our 
hospital said that there were 2 reasons to put our hospital 
in their list. The first reason was the philosophy underlying 
the creation of the hospital- that Healthcare and Education 
should be free for the entire mankind. The second reason 
they gave was a more deep and abstract one. According to 
them, every creation has two facets -a form and a function. 
This institution is a perfect fusion of form and function 
that they had come across. The Hospital’s architecture 
by design embodies the symbolism and proportions of 
sacred traditions that are believed to engender a divine 
healing energy.

The hospital is open to all the citizens of the world, irrespective 
of nationality, caste, creed, language or financial status. 
Leading specialists from all over the world come and volunteer 
to donate their services. They complement the hospital’s 
highly competent team of doctors.

The health seeker finds fulfillment of not only his physical 
needs but actually undergoes a transformation in his outlook 
and more importantly his heart. There have been numerous 
instances where individuals have been prompted to give 
back to society in a way they have never before and have 
undergone a complete change of their heart.

This has continued post physical departure of Bhagawan 
and it will continue to do so for the next 1000 years to come 
as predicted by Baba. Medicine, in the modern times is at 
crossroads. More a financial enterprise and less a symbol of 
humanitarian goodwill, modern medicine is perhaps at its 
lowest ebb. We have failed to find a model of healthcare which 
is all encompassing and affordable. Affordable healthcare is 
threatening to become a luxury which seems to be beyond 
the means of the majority. Under such circumstances, the 
healthcare philosophy of our Lord is not just an Oasis amidst 
this dreariness but is actually the solution. All it demands 
from us are increasing compassion, augmented dedication 
and service oriented mindset. For systems to change, 
transformation has to begin at an individual level and in 
these times where the world is in desperate need for model 
institutions to be emulated, it is important we lay the marker 
so that the world can look up to this institution and take a leaf 
out of its book. 

To encapsulate all that Swami has said about his health mission, 
I am reminded of a line said by him during a discourse “Sri 
Sathya Sai Institute of Higher Medical Sciences (SSSIHMS), aims 
to provide Free medical care to the sick and ailing with the 
dedication, commitment, love and the best of skills and the best 
of infrastructure with state of the art equipment So that they will 
be cured in body, mind and spirit. (3dimensional healthcare).

 Â Health is the greatest blessing.Without it,Man cannot do even 
the lighest work.

 Â Health is an indispensable requisite for progress in 
material,moral, political,economic,artistic,and spiritual fields 
of life.

On a very rare occasion when Swami had allowed video 
recording of a personal interview, these are Swami’s golden 
words and I wish everybody can carry home this. Swami 
said in the interview in 2005 that the cause for diabetes 
and heart disease was bad thinking; by that He referred to 
mental anxiety, jealousy, envy and being competitive. He 
also added on to say that the three main causes of diabetes 
and heart disease were hurry, worry and curry. So you see 
that as Swami said, you find that today’s man is a victim of 
worry, and the cause of worry is the lack of contentment and 
the rich man is not contented in spite of the accumulation of 
wealth. Worry causes hurry and both together bring about 
ill health. So as Bhagawan says – hurry, worry and curry 
(meaning fatty food) are the root causes of diabetes and 
cardiovascular diseases.

While we may feel that it is our skill, our judgment, our 
intelligence, and our great ability, that is curing the patients, 
we should all realize that all this is not possible without Divine 
Grace just like the bird needs two wings to fly. Individual effort 
and Divine Grace are both needed to help us heal our patients. 
We should all do our very best. Our patients should not receive 
or expect anything but our best. We should then leave the 
consequences to the Divine.

There have been many times in my career when a patient 
whom I had thought had no chance of survival, made a 
miraculous recovery and a technically brilliant procedure lead 
to untimely complications. So ultimately we need to realize, 
that it is man who treats, but it is only God who heals.

Never will be born again such a loving and Paripoorna Avatar 
who spent his entire life showering his selfless love and 
compassion on the masses. 

Dr. Neelam B Desai
Senior Consultant and Head  

Department of CTVS SSSIHMS-PG 

Under any circumstances never tell a lie– Baba
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sri sAthyA sAi sevA orgAnisAtion in KAshMir
Swami Blessed the valley of Kashmir with his visit in 1980 

The incredible story of Swami’s visit, between 3rd and 14th of 
June 1980, to the valley of Kashmir, in northern most India, 
once described by the Moghuls as “Paradise on Earth”, is 
the stuff that legends are usually made of. Bhagawan’s Love 
for Kashmir and it’s inhabitants was unparallel. 

As tragedy struck…………………. Sri Sathya Sai Seva 
Organisation ran for help.

It was in the year 2014 when the floods hit the valley of 
legends, the most beautiful valley on earth called the 
paradise on Earth, Kashmir. 30 years of turmoil, bloodshed 
and agitation as if was not enough. The Jhelum river 
showed its fury and wrath. There was water everywhere 
but not a drop to drink.

The SSSSO led by AIP Shri. Nimish Pandya conducted a 
joint meeting of 5 states of North India- Delhi NCR, Himachal 
Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana and Jammu & Kashmir. The state 
of Punjab was given the responsibility of conducting an 
on the spot survey to assess the damage and to plan relief 
operations in Kashmir. The Punjab team immediately 
left for Srinagar and held a series of meetings with the 
administration. A deserted look received the team when 
they arrived in the city of Srinagar. Hotels were damaged, 

shops were shut, houses had water in them and the city was 
devastated.

The Additional Director General of Police was kind enough 
to provide a warehouse, transportation and security to 
carry on the relief operations.

They formed a purchase committee to start procuring relief 
material. All the states contributed large amounts for this 
noble cause under the direct guidance of AIP. The advance 
party in the mean time surveyed all the villages and made 
an action plan to how and where to perform seva. They 
selected 18 villages. With the blessings of our most beloved 
lord they decided to go to far off villages. 

The material was loaded into trucks. The trucks started the 
ardous journey from Pathankot to Srinagar. The material 
reached and the divine work began.

Volunteers moved every morning to police headquarters 
where the warehouse was situated. The relief material was 
loaded. With grace of our lord the 1st camp was conducted 
in the Jama Masjid in Pampore . Thereafter 17 more camps 
were conducted. A total of 8000 blankets, 4000 quilts and 
medicines were given to 3600 patients. 10 shelters were 
made for the general public.

In continuation of the noble service AIP Shri. Nimish Pandya 
provided a mobile van to the people of Kashmir in the 
month of April. This van was made available in Srinagar as 
per the wishes of the people. Regular medical camps are 
continuing. 

SSSSO Punjab has conducted over 12 medical camps in 
the valley (in 2 districts namely Badgam and Ganderbal.) 
Connecting with the local population very well they 
motivated people to visit Prashanti Nilayam. 115 students 
and staff of Rosebud school visited Prashanti Nilayam in 
January this year. The SSSSO India gave hospitality to them 
in Chandigarh, Bangaluru, Agra and New Delhi. The group 
did a programme in Sai international center in New Delhi. 
They met the Indian Home Minister and the purpose was to 
integrate our Kashmiri children with the rest of India. 

First of all men should become good. Then, the whole world will become good– Baba
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A report of the First Medical Camp in Srinagar on 
18.10.2014. (Maninder Singh, SVP, Punjab)

We a team of five, along with a truck carrying medicines 
worth Rs. 2.5 lacs and 2500 blankets, (loaded on 18 October 
morning), reached Srinagar on 17th October, 2014.

In Srinagar, we had a meeting with Jammu & Kashmir Police in 
the face of SSP, Mr. Altaaf and DSP, Mr. Muzaffar. We decided 
on the future medical camps and for the distribution of the 
relief material. Police pharmacists assisted in sorting out the 
medicines and in making preparations for the camp to be 
held a day after. 

The first camp was held on 19 October, 2014 in Jama Masjid 
which is located in Pampore village. This was a felicitous 
prelude for all those who were in Sai Service in Srinagar. 
The Jama Masjid of Srinagar is situated at Nowhatta, in the 
middle of the old city and was built by Sultan Sikandar in 
1400 AD. It is a magnificent courtyard consisting of 370 
wooden pillars. Furthermore, it is located near a golden 
tomb Shrine that was built in honour of Khwaja Masood 
Wali and Hazrat Sheikh Shariffudin of Pampore. 

Markedly, no other organization has been ever allowed 
to organize similar activities or service camps inside the 
mosque campus. This further manifests the Divine presence 
of our omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent Swami in 
whatever noble task we take up.

In the presence of the Maulvi (priest), the sacred chants 
of “Omkaram” and “Samasta Lokah Sukhino Bhawantu” 
initiated the Medical Camp. The Camp was instituted by 

Dr. Chaudhary (Superintendent of Police), his wife, Dr. Mrs. 
Chaudhary (M.D) and DSP Mr. Muzaffar. 

All the Seva Dal serving the Medical Camp was in whites 
and the SSS Seva Dal Scarves. The Organization Banner was 
put up at prominent places. Approximately, 567 people 
were served. After being assured and asserted by the 
SSSSO Punjab office bearers, that ours is an autonomous 
organization, the people accepted the aid being provided 
to them.

In a preliminary observance we acknowledged serious 
law and order problems in Pampore. Police authorities 
recommended us to vacate the area by 6 pm. But eventually, 
the God sent outcome of this camp was that we perceived 
a group of 15 young residents who later offered further 
assistance in the distribution of blankets in Pampore. Owing 
our heartfelt indebtedness to beloved Swami, these youth 
have become a part of our service and mission, and shall 
cooperate with us in future camps.

Blankets were distributed to the calamity stricken after an 
elaborate door to door survey. In addition to the security 
provided by the Police, the SSS Seva Dal was backed and 
guided by the Youth in Pampore, regarding the door to 
door survey and the distribution of the relief material. 

A similar camp was held in 
 � Beffina on 20 October, 2014 a village nearby 

Kalimgunj in Kulgaam District on 21 October, 2014.

With the Grace of Bhagawan, Medical activities are 
continuing in various districts of Kashmir and the Sri Sathya 
Sai Mobile medical van is proving quite useful. 

There is no use of doing anything without purity of thought– Baba
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MeDiCAre At sri sAthyA sAi viDyA Jyoti sChooLs
The Sri Sathya Sai Vidya Jyoti is an activity inspired by the 
exemplary, selfless – Nishkama Seva demonstrated to us by 
the Avatar of the age BHAGAWAN SRI SATHYA SAI BABA. It 
is indeed a golden opportunity, a service-path for mankind, 
especially the youth, to happily cross the ocean of life & attain 
liberation. 

The vision of SSSVJ is to inspire children by empowering 
schools. The aim of this project is to take up existing, semi-
operational, makeshift, dilapidated schools and turn them 
into reasonably equipped, operational and well structured 
‘Temple of Learning’.

Multiple Stakeholders like the parents, teachers, the school 
staff, the students, the villagers, the volunteers and even 
the government departments are approached, interviewed, 
involved and leveraged on a need basis, in constructively 
shaping the learning environment for the child. 

The target of this project is to take up 900 schools from all over 
India. 

The stipulated goals of this program are 

 Â 900 schools should be adopted nationwide which will have 
cascading result of 

 � 1,80,000 children getting benefitted.
 � 3,60,000 parents of the adopted – school children value 

the impact. 
 � 5000 teachers getting benefitted nation-wide. 

 Â Teachings of Bhagawan should be proliferated. 
 Â New Seva volunteers to be engaged in the activities. 
 Â Various vibhags and various Sai Centers should now come 

together to work on one national level Sai Seva program. 
All together there are approximately 81 Seva activities that 
have been identified for this SSSVJ project. Depending upon 
the beneficiary the activities are grouped as - 

 Â Child, Teacher, School, Parent, Village, SSSSO and 
Government centric

One of the major child centric activity is MEDICARE which 
focusses on the physical, mental, spiritual & social health of 
the child. 

At SSSVJ the medicare includes- 
1. General medical camps – with general checkups & 

distribution of medicines for simple ailments. A health 
card is maintained for each child. 

2. Speciality medical camps – Dental, Ophthalmology, skin, 
ENT, Obst & gynae, Paediatrics, Diabetes etc.

3. Health & Hygiene education – both personal & 
environmental with special awareness against open 
defecation & the importance of hand washing. 

4. Nutrition education with distribution of “SAI PROTEIN” & 
sprouts etc.

5. Mother & child care programme – with special attention 
to the future mothers – the adolescent girls. 

6. Anti- Addiction Campaign – for children taking to this 
social evil following the footsteps of their elders.

The SSSVJ Medical camp 
1. It should be a regular monthly seva done at the school 

premises on Sunday/holidays. 
2. A child health card should be maintained for each child 

which should be updated regularly. 

3. Check up or medication should be done in the presence 
of parents. 

4. In the first camp the complete medical profiling of the 
student should be carried out in the child card which 
should be filled correctly. 

5. In case of chronic diseases, advice should be given to 
the parents with proper prescription to consult the 
specialists in the Govt. hospital. If resources permit the 
volunteers should accompany the children & their parents 
to the government hospital. We should also undertake 
pathological tests to the select needy cases. 

For execution of medical camps. 
1. The school authorities are to be approached for deciding 

suitable day & location – preferably Sunday/ Holidays at 
the school itself. 

2. Announcement regarding the medical camp is made one 
day in advance in the school. 

3. Teachers, non – teaching staff and their families should be 
invited for the camp. 

4. Use posters for display of good healthy habits and disease 
prevention tips. 

5. Conduct value education for the waiting children like. 
 � Body is a temple, so take care of it. 
 � Cleanliness is next to Godliness 
 � Prevention is better than cure. 
 � Washing hands before eating, praying before eating, 

eating healthy food, eating on time, keeping house 
environment clean etc. 

6. The camp area should be visited one day before and all 
facilities should be set up. 

7. The medical camp team should reach the location 1 hour 
before for the set up including putting up the posters. 

8. Undernourished and malnourished children should be 
identified & special nutrition advice given to their parents. 
Sai Protein should be distributed to such children. 

With the bountiful blessings & grace of our Beloved 
Bhagawan-740 Schools have been adopted under the SSSVJ 
Project till date. 

Reports of MEDICARE at SSSVJ Schools from different 
states of India 
1. Assam- At Golaghat a Homeopathic medical camp was 

organised at the adopted SSSVJ School on 26th July 2016. 
217 patients including students, their parents, school 
management & staff were treated by 6 doctors. Free medicines 
were distributed. 

This activity is being organised every Sunday since then.

At Baragolai – the first allopathic medical camp was organised 
at the SSSVJ School on 9th July, 2017. A local physician (not 
associated with Sai Organisation) offered her services to the 
students & gave free medicines. 

God is imminent in every human being in the form of breath (soham) – Baba
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2. Karnataka 
Please read with “News from the states” 

3. Punjab –SSSVJ programme started in Punjab in 2017. Out 
of the 17 Sathya Sai districts SSSVJ Project is active in 15 
districts and 19 Samithis out of 47 Samithis.

In all 5 medical camps were conducted in 4 districts – Bathinda, 
Morinda, Jalandhar, Fazilika Samithis. General medical camps & 
also speciality camps – Eye & Dental Camps were conducted. 
About 400 children were checked by different doctors & 
provided medicines. 

4. UP & Uttarakhand – 
have 5 adopted SSSVJ 
Schools. 

General medical camps, 
dental camps, malaria 
prevention camps, general 
hygiene camps & yoga camps have been conducted. 

Malaria prevention camps had direct positive impact not 
only on the SSSVJ School children but the whole village & 
surrounding areas. 

Malaria was a major issue for 
the villagers & just by doing 
simple awareness camps 
provided great relief for the 
locals. 

5. Haryana & Chandigarh 
Karnal – The youth and Sevadal members are attending the 
SSSVJ Schools every week and are educating the children on 
cleanliness and its importance, the negative effects of open 
defecation, how to keep the bath rooms & toilets clean. They 
distributed phenyl bottles, mosquito repellents & other health 
care items like tooth-brushes, tooth-paste, soaps etc. 

Panchkula – Sai Youth & 
Sevadal put up a water tank 
with complete fittings of 
pipes and taps with active 
participation of the villagers. 

This has solved the problems 
of the water borne illness and 
now children have started attending schools regularly. 

Students benefitted – 60 – 70, 

6. Madhya Pradesh 
Please read with “News from the states” 

7. West Bengal –Health and medical activities are being 
routinely carried out in all the 33 adopted SSSVJ Schools 
of West Bengal. (Children benefitted 1100)

The gamut of activities include general medical check up 
camps along with medicine distribution, specialized medical 
camps in various streams which include – dental, Paediatrics, 
dermatology etc. Along with this attention is also devoted to 
competing malnutrition in needy children. 

The frequency of such activities in different schools ranges from 
twice a month to once in two months. However immediate 
attention is accorded to cases requiring urgent intervention. 

In one of the schools 6 children were suffering from skin 
diseases for quite some time with no medical help. After they 
were identified in the medical camps, specialized medical help 

was made available through dermatologist. By Bhagawan’s 
grace, all children were relieved completely of their ailment. 

8. KERALA- Has reported of having organized a Dental 
Camp at Allapuzha (Alleppey) district on 30.01.2018 at the 
SSSVJ School. 

Children were examined, given specific medicines and vitamins 
and were educated on oral hygiene & general cleanliness and 
hygiene both personal and environmental. 

Total Student beneficiaries  - 187 

Parents    - 60

9. DELHI 
Please read with “News from the states” 

10.  MAHARASHTRA AND GOA – 
Please read with “News from the states” 

11.  SIKKIM 
Rongli- A medical camp was organized at the adopted SSSVJ 
School in Rongli on 17/11/17 On this occasion a Dental Surgeon 
and a general physician examined the children and distributed 
free medicines. 

Lingchom- On the eve of 92nd Birthday of our beloved 
Bhagawan, the SSS Samiti lingchom, organized a medical 
camp at the adopted SSSVJ Schools. 

With the Divine blessings of our Beloved Bhagawan the SSSVJ 
programme in toto and its medicare part has already taken 
deep roots in our country. We pray to Bhagawan that this selfless 
project flourishes more and more and bears sweet fruits so that 
the future generation of our nation is safe and also become 
healthy, wealthy, wise and virtuous citizens. 

Swami Says – “Do not wait for the opportunity to serve, go 
out and grab the opportunity.” 

Dr. Sandhya Nair  
Madhya Pradesh

Everything in the outside world is the reflection, reaction, and resound of your inner being– Baba
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MeDiCAL news - FroM the stAtes
AnDHRA PRADESH & TELEngAnA

CAnCER AWAREnESS PROgRAM AT CHIRALA TOWn, 
PRAKASAM DISTRICT
A two day cancer awareness program in association with 
Basavatarakam Indo American Cancer and Research 

Institute, Hyderabad 
was conducted in 
which 486 patients 
were screened and 95 
Ultra Sound scannings, 
48 Mamograms, 
33 X-Rays and 84 
Papsmears were done. 

18 Doctors and paramedical staff participated in the camp and 
3 cases were referred, for further investigations. 

CARDIAC AWAREnESS PROgRAM In CHIRALA OF 
PRAKASAM DISTRICT 
A two day Cardiac awareness program, headed by Dr. Anil 
Kumar Mulpur, Chief Cardiothoracic surgeon, Sunshine Heart 
Institute, Secunderabad was conducted in which 175 patients 
were screened. Sixteen patients were taken to Sunshine Heart 
Institute, Secunderabad for surgeries and procedures. Nine 
cardiac surgeries which includes CABG, PTCA, ASD, VSD, stents 
etc. were done during June/July, 2017. 

MALARIA TREATMEnT In AFFECTED TRIBAL VILLAgES
Special medical camps 
were held in seven tribal 
malaria affected villages 
of Anantagiri and 
Hukumpeta mandals in 
Visakhapatnam District 
and 12 SSSVIP villages in 
East Godavari District.

41 patients confirmed malaria in Visakhapatnam District 
and 22 patients in East Godavari District. Blood sampling of 
the identified malaria patients, injections for malaria control, 
course of medicines as a part of treatment were given. 

 BIHAR & JHARKHAnD

Health education and awareness talks were arranged in 
District Darbhanga Zila School. A medical camp was organised 
in SSSVJ school in Muzaffarpur where 110 Boys and girls were 
treated.

Eye camps were organised by Districts Darbhanga, Samastipur 
and Madhubani benefitting 120 patients.

2240 people were 
given treatment 
(between October 
2017 to Jan2018) 
in medical camps 
organized by 
Districts Pakur, 
Muzaffarpur, Patna, 
Lakhisarai, Saharsa, 
Samastipur, Bazar, 
Ara, Bhabhua.

DELHI - nCR

Multispeciality camps 
On Saturday 11-11-2017, a multispeciality camp was organized 
at Community Health Centre, sector 110 Bhangel Noida. 
20 Specialists provided their free services. A total of 837 
people were examined. 10 Patients were identified for Heart 

Operations and were 
called for review. 12 
Patients were diagnosed 
with Cataract and 
referred for surgery at 
I-Care hospital Noida.17 
Patients were given free 
Spectacles.

Cardiac patient review camp
Dr. Ganesh Mani – A 
Cardiothoracic surgeon 
reviewed the cardiac 
cases identified in Noida 
camp on 7.12.2017 at Sai 
centre Lodhi road Delhi. 
Out of 10 Patients, 5 
Patients reported. Out 
of these 2 patients will be operated by Dr. Ganesh Mani free 
in Delhi and 2 Patients were referred to Sri Sathya Sai Heart 
Hospital Rajkot, Gujarat. 

Cardiac Camp
A doctor’s team from Sri Sathya Sai Heart Hospital Rajkot 
Gujarat came to Delhi on 18.12.2017. 

They arranged a small 
cardiac camp in which 
7 patients attended, 
2 were old patients 
[Operated at Rajkot] 
showing good recovery 
and 5 were new 
patients. One patient of 

RHD with severe MR was given a date for valve replacement.

Multispeciality camp – East district
Bhagawan Sri Sathya 
Sai Baba’s 92nd birthday 
celebrations and a 
Multispeciality Camp was 
organized by East District 
at S.S. Medicare Centre, 
A-12 Chander Nagar 
Ghaziabad, on 26.11.2017.

The program started 
with Sai bhajans for 1 
hr. The medical camp 
started at 10 am. People 
were given Vibhuti 
&Swami’s photo. There 
were 10 cabins of 

different Specialists and 30 Specialists provided free services. 
Free Blood Sugar test, ECG, eye testing, & pulmonary function 
tests were done. Free medicines were given to all patients.

True humanness lies in the unity of thoughts, words and deeds– Baba
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A total of 306 patients were checked and 50 ECG; 80 Blood 
Sugar; 20 X-Rays and 120 PFTs were done.

Medical seva in schools
An Eye Camp was conducted in Rajkiya Prathamik Vidyalaya, 
Sikandarpur on 14 December 2017. Eye Check-up of 243 
children was done by 3 Optometrists. 15 children were 
identified for the requirement of spectacles, which shall be 
provided to them shortly.

Dental Camp
A Dental Check-up was conducted at Rajkiya Prathamik 
Vidyalaya, Gurugram in which a total of 50 students were 
checked and cleaning of teeth was done. The Dentist talked 
about general oral hygiene with the children & the faculty.

gUJARAT

gLIMPSES OF MEDICAL ACTIVITES AT SURAT
By the divine grace of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Seva Samiti 
Surat and Prashanti Charitable Trust jointly run a medical 
centre at Surat.

Surat, situated in South Gujarat is one of the fastest developing 
cities in Asia. It is known as the Diamond City or Textile City as 
both diamonds and Textile industries have flourished here.

Sri Sathya Sai Seva Samiti has established a unique service 
centre at Althan village since 1984.

A full fledge Eye Hospital was first inaugurated in 1999. Then 
there was no looking back. In 2000, the Sri Sathya Sai School 
(English Medium) was started, in 2001 the SSS Dental clinic, in 
2004 SSS Sujok Therapy Centre and in 2008 Sai Vibronics started 
off. All these medical services are rendered totally free of cost.

The Surat Municipal Corporation looking at their work has 
granted to name the road as “SRI SATHYA SAI MARG”.

The medical centre is functional on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 
and Friday from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. In this centre around 40 
devotees render their services. Patients are given entry and 
token numbers.

In the General Clinic, Dr. Hemali Shah, checks the patients and 
gives them required medicines.

In the Eye OPD patients are thoroughly checked on Carl Zeis 
Slit Lamp by Dr. Mahendra Chauhan. He uses Unicos URK-700 
Auto Refractometer with Kerotometer, where auto number for 
spectacles are given to patients and Kerotometer readings are 
taken to decide the exact number for lens to be implanted for 
cataract.

After taking the Kerotometer reading, the patient is made 
ready by putting drops and the Kerotometer reading is fed to 
A-Scan machine to get the exact measurement of lens to be 
implanted in the patient’s eye.

Patients are manually checked for refraction and appropriate 
regular spectacles are given to them.

Eye lashes are cut and patients are prepared for operation, 
marking the eye to be operated by devoted sevadal.

Patients are lovingly taken to the Operation Theatre by 
dedicated volunteers. 

The Anesthetist administers anesthetic injection in the 
patients eye before the operation. The eye surgeon operates 
through Carl Zeis Microscope. “White Star Phaco Emulsification 
System” is being used to do phaco operation with folded lens 
implantation.

Patient is safely transferred to the recovery Room. Bandage is 
given for the patient’s safety.

Next day the bandages and tapes are removed, eye is cleaned 
and required drops administered. Patients are checked by 
doctors after operation. Later, black goggles are distributed to 
the operated patients.

In Dental department Dr. Keyur Saraiya gives treatment. Free 
dentures are also provided.

A Sujok Therapy Clinic has also been setup. The Sujok Therapy 
was developed by a Korean Prof. Park Jae Woo. The word SU in 
Korean means hand and Jok means the Feet. So the name itself 
specifies that this treatment comprises of a variety of techniques 
wherein pressure is applied at certain points in the hand or feet 
to cure the illness without any drugs. This treatment has worked 
wonders for many patients. Devotees have taken special 
training for this and they render their free services here. 

There is a Sai Vibronics Clinic also. This is an alternative system 
of healing. In this method of healing no physical or chemical 
substance is administered to the patients. Instead vibrations in 
form of high frequency electromagnetic waves are given in a 
solid or liquid medium like small sugar pills or water to balance 
the Chakras. Sai Vibronics has zero side effects. Here too our 
devotees have taken special training for this and render their 
free services here.. 

On the first floor of the Medical Centre they have the Prashanti 
Mandir Hall, the Abode of Peace. Here all spiritual activities like 
Bhajan, Veda Chanting, Study Circle, Matru Pooja, Parenting 
Program for parents of Bal Vikas students and other spiritual 
workshops and meetings are held.

Statistical Data of Medical Centre up to 31st January 2018

S. 
No

 Department Started on   Total O.P.D.

1 General Clinic 16.12.1990  - 1,27,944

2 Eye Clinic 16.12.2000 Cataract Op.- 10,012 1,05,816

3 Dental Clinic 9.12.2001 Dentures -19192 57,109

4 Sujok Therapy 10.5.2004 - 8,475

5
Vibronics 
Therapy

31.8.2008 - 6,043

God has given you tongue to speak sweetly and softly and utter only those words which are true– Baba
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HARyAnA AnD CHAnDIgARH

BLOOD DOnORS HOnOURED In HARyAnA
Doctors from Kalpana 
Chawla Medical College, 
Karnal conducted a 
blood donation camp 
organized by Sri Sathya 
Sai Seva Organisation, 
Karnal. 50 blood donors 
contributed. They were 

felicitated by Mr. Kabir 
Panthi, the MLA from 
Nilokheri. Dental camp 
for children under 
SSSVJ project was held 
at Shahbad Markanda 
where 65 children were 
given treatment and 
dental care. 

KARnATAKA

Medical services in 76 adopted SSSVJ Schools
Ever since its inception, 
by Bhagawan bountiful 
blessings, SSSVJ 
program in Karnataka 
has witnessed progress 
across various districts. 
More than 25 out of 

31 Sathya Sai districts 
where SSSVJ is active, 
multiple medical camps 
have been conducted. 
Multispeciality camps 
pertaining to different 
faculties of medicines 
like ophthalmology, dermatology, dentistry, neurology, 
otorhinolaryngology (ENT) & general medicine have been 
conducted. 

Saving the eyes of a little girl 
During an eye camp at one of the schools of Bellary district 
a little girl studying in fifth standard was diagnosed with a 

congenital eye defect 
pertaining to the 
nerve. The issue was 
immediately informed 
to the parents. They, 
being uneducated were 
oblivious of the gravity 
of the problem. Multiple 

visits were made by the youth and Sevadal to their home. They 
had to persuade her parents for further treatment. Finally 
by Swami’s grace, their efforts were successful resulting in 
her treatment. Thus, the timely action of Bellary Sai youth 
& Sevadal saved the vision of a little girl who could have 
otherwise become blind in six months. 

Uttara Kannada
Medical camps are being conducted at SSSVJ Schools every 
month. Some of the doctors in this team travel all the way 

from Benguluru & Mumbai. The team of young doctors here, 
have gone one step further by conducting door to door health 
counselling programs. 

Bangalore Central
This district of Karnataka has conducted seven multispeciality 
medical camps in two schools. 

After the diagnosis of some serious problems health 
counselling was done to children & parents, &  some of them 
were treated at SSS Super speciality hospital White field. 

Banagalore South
General medical & multi speciality camps were organised. 
Some of the students were diagnosed with neurological & 
opthalmic problems who were counselled and referred to 
specialists. Some of the students were found using some leaf 
extracts as medicines for eye ailments. They were counselled 
so that they refrain from such harmful methods. 

Belgaum
As part of SSSVJ project, eye camps were conducted - eye 
ailments were treated & some students were given spectacles.

In another school a general medical camp was conducted 
where problems of malnutrition, anaemia & ear impairments 
were diagnosed & were referred to the respective specialists. 

In Karnataka regular medicare camps are being organised at 
Dharwad, Bellary & several other districts.

KERALA

General medical camps were held in almost all districts. District 
Thrissur and District Trivandrum both conducted 13 general 
medical camps which benefitted about 1500 patients. In the 

month of January 
alone about one 
lac worth of free 
medicines were 
distributed to the 
needy patients. 
General, specialist 
and Ayush doctors 
participated. 

A special mention 
about a medical 
camp in Palakkad 
district on Oct 29th, 
2017 where Bal 

Vikas students of Group 2 and Group 3 participated actively for the 
success of this camp. 

MADHyA PRADESH AnD CHATTISgARH

Medical activities in 60 adopted SSSVJ Schools.

24 Sathya Sai districts out of total 33 districts have adopted 
SSSVJ Schools.

The project started with a SSSVJ project conference at 
Gadarwara, Dist. Narsinghpur on 20/03/2016. Medical camps 
are being regularly conducted at 7 districts – Bhopal, Indore, 
Khandwa, Raipur, Mandla, Jabalpur and Sagar. 

BHOPAL – The SSS primary school situated in urban slum 
which was blessed by Bhagawan during His Divine visit to 

You should not speak even a single word that hurts the feelings of others– Baba
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Bhopal in 1982. In all 9 medical camps have been organized 
here till date. 

Eight were general 
medical camps, where 
children, their parents, 
pregnant ladies were 
examined & given 
medicines. During all 
these camps special 
attention was given to 

the adolescent girls by the gynecologist attending the camps. 

INDORE –General medical, dental camps & speciality medical 
camps were organised. In the ophthalmology camp – 17 
children requiring spectacles were identified and later the 
spectacles were given to them. (Children benefitted – 117). 

Khandwa – A camp was organised where the blood group of 
children was tested & recorded. A water tank for clean & safe 
drinking water was provided. (Children benefitted – 91) 

Jabalpur –General medical camps were organized where 
children were examined & given medicines for common 
ailments.A Speciality camp of dermatology (skin) was 
also organized. Handwashing was assisted & soaps were 
distributed. (Children benefitted – 50 )

With the immense Grace and Blessings of our Bhagawan, a 
unique activity was done by the Sai youth boys of Jabalpur. 
They themselves took initiative & constructed two toilets in 2 
SSSVJ schools at Amkhera & Kudwari. 

On 18/11/17 as part of the 92nd birthday celebrations of our 
Beloved Bhagawan “Youth day” was arranged which was 
celebrated by organizing a medical camp at the SSSVJ School 
for the children. 

Sagar -Four general medical camps were conducted.They 
were combined Homeopathic and Allopathic camps. (Children 
benefitted -350) 

Raipur- Medical camps were conducted where pediatricians 
examined children & treated ailments. Six children were 
diagnosed with chronic tonsillitis.

MAHARASHTRA

Overnight medical camps held in the rural areas of 
Maharashtra are being well taken. People after a hard day 
work take advantage of the medical services at night.

Doctors served at the doorsteps for the families having 
children with malnutrition, in Malghat area. 

District wise medical seva in SSSVJ Schools

District No of 
Camps

Beneficiary 
Children

Doctors Sevadal Non 
Devotees

Nagpur 07 1020 14 35 06

Akola 10 1250 10 35 None 

Nashik 24 980 14 25 None

Pune-
Kolhapur

30 1450 22 90 40

Mumbai 26 780 10 15 None

Goa 03 250 03 15 None

MAnIPUR

Medical Cell of SSSSO Manipur has been doing medical 
services in Manipur by providing free medical services to the 
needy patients of Manipur.

Free medical check-ups are done 
at Sri Sathya Sai Clinic, Imphal. The 
Clinic has been recently started 
and opens a speciality clinic on 1st 
and 4th Sunday of every month for 
(i) Orthopaedics (ii) Dermatology 
(iii) Chest & TB (iv) Medicine and 
(v) Haematology.

Planning has been made to 
organise free Health Camps in 
rural areas of Manipur, at least 
once in each district in a year.

A health Camp was organised at 
Tispari Village, Senapati District 
For Nepalis and tribal people on 
21st January 2018. 210 patients 
were treated free of cost and medicines were also distributed 
free. Eight doctors including specialists organised the camp. 

ODISHA

Health care is the cornerstone of Seva activities of Sri Sathya Sai 
Seva Organisations . With proper health service to the needy, 
impact of Bhagawan’s love can be demonstrated most easily. 
Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, Odisha has undertaken 
many initiatives to take Bhagawans model of love and service 
through healthcare seva to the doorsteps of the needy. Among 
these, the flagship 
programmes are-

1. Sarve Santu 
Niramaya

2. Sri Sathya Sai 

Every word that you speak should be suffused with truth and should do good to others– Baba
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Rehabilitation Programme
3. School health Programme
4. Sri Sathya Sai Telemedicine Centre
5. Amruta Bindu
6. Permanent Healthcare Centres

Amruta Bindu
A unique feature of Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations is need- 
based seva. Amruta Bindu is a special blood donation drive 
in dry summer months when the blood banks are short of 
blood. The efforts have won wide spread appreciation and our 
organization has been awarded by state government every 
year for the last five years.

(We will have a detailed inspirational account of all flagship 
programmes in our next issue. )

SIKKIM

MEDICAL CAMPS AT SSSVJ SCHOOLS
On the eve of 92nd 
Birthday of our Beloved 
Bhagawan, Sri Sathya 
Sai Samithi, Lingchom 
under Sri Sathya Sai 
Seva Organisation, 
West District organized 

a Free Medical Camp 
at Chungzong Primary 
school adopted under 
Sri Sathya Sai Vidya 
Jyoti Project under the 
supervision of the State 
Medical Coordinator.

A team of doctors from Government Hospitals under Sikkim 
Government extended 
their selfless service in 
organizing a day long 
camp successfully.

Also Sri Sathya Sai 
Samithi, Rongli under 
East District Organisation 
in coordination of School 

Management Committee of Changeylakha Primary School 
adopted under Sri Sathya Sai Vidhyajyoti Project jointly organized 
a free medical camp at the school complex on 17/11/2017.

Health Education Officer 
Sri Passang Lhendup 
Sherpa delivered a 
talk on physical and 
mental health care 
and approached the 
gathering to take 
necessary health check from time to time. 

UTTAR PRADESH AnD UTTARKHAnD

The medical seva in Lucknow district is being done very 
effectively and is well managed. 

For the last 13 years, on every Saturday, the sevadals visit KGMU 
paediatrics cancer ward. Mostly very poor and needy people 
come to KGMU for treatment of their children suffering from 

cancer from Lucknow 
and nearby districts. 
They do not have much 
to bear expenses of 
their day today needs. 
While doing seva, ration 
(rice, flour, pulses and 

biscuits) is distributed for the whole week. Eatables liked by 
the children such as chocolate, cake, chips and fruity are also 
distributed on several occasions. They started the seva with 

18-20 patients 13 years 
ago but today the no. of 
patients has gone up to 
70-80. Ration tokens are 
first given to attendants 
of the patients by 
reaching every bed in 
the wards situated at 1st 

and 2nd floor and then parents/attendants come down and 
collect the ration from sevadals while coming in the queue. 
Other needs of the patients are also taken care of. Woolen 
clothes, blankets, sarees 
and children clothes 
are also distributed. 
Devotees/non devotees 
visit KGMU on occasions 
like their marriage 
anniversaries, birthdays 
etc to voluntarily 
sponsor the seva of that day & serve these needy children.

Free eye camps are being organised in the remotest part of 
Uttrakhand, Jaunsar 
Babar Tribal area 150 km 
from Dehradun district, 
village Mehrawa and 
Koti Kanasar. Doctors 
from Dehradun are 
regularly conducting 
free eye check up camps 

and selected patients are being brought to Dehradun for free 
eye operations and spectacles are given at their doorstep by 
Samithi youth.

WEST BEngAL

A state youth project of the state of West Bengal continues to 
add up volunteers in the group of direct blood donors. Also, 
the project aims to create a “Rare Blood Group Club”, whose 
primary duty would be to familiarize the members of this 
club among themselves, so that, in case of any blood related 
emergency, the members will be able to contact each other.

You should not utter falsehood just because the truth spoken by you may displease others– Baba
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H u m o u r  T H e r a p y  :  T i T - B i T s
Candid camera
I was driving one day and I saw the flash of a traffic camera. I figured 
that my picture had been taken for speeding, even though I knew 
I wasn’t. Just to be sure I went around and passed the same spot, 
driving even more slowly. But again the camera flashed. I drove past 
even slower there more times, laughing as the camera snapped 
away each time. Two weeks later, I got five tickets in for driving 
without a seat belt. 

Pious Parrot
A preacher went to buy a parrot and asked, “Are you sure it doesn’t 
scream, yell? The salesman said, “Oh no, it’s a religious parrot. So you 
see those strings on his legs? When you pull the right one, he recites 
prayers and when you pull on the left, he recites the 23rd Psalm.” 
“Wonderful “says the preacher, “What happens if you pull both 
strings?” “I fall, you stupid fool!” answered the parrot. 

Monkeying Around
A boy with a monkey on his shoulder was walking down the road. 
He passed a policeman who said, “Now, young lad, I think you had 

better take that monkey to the zoo.” The next day, the boy was 

walking down the road with the monkey on his shoulder again, 
when he passed the same policeman. The policeman said, “Hey 
there, I thought I told you to take that monkey to the zoo!” The boy 
answered, “I did! Today I’m taking him to the cinema.”

Prayer Power
In a small town of India, a person decided to open his bar business, 
right opposite a temple. The temple and its congregation started a 
campaign to block the bar from opening with petitions and prayed 
daily against his business. Work progressed. However, when it was 
almost complete and was about to open a few days later, a strong 
lightning struck the bar and it was burnt to the ground. The temple 
folks were rather smug in their outlook after that, till the bar owner 
sued the temple authorities on the ground that the temple through its 
congregation and prayers was ultimately responsible for the demise 
of his bar shop, either through direct or indirect actions or means. In its 
reply to the court, the temple vehemently denied all responsibility or 
any connection that their prayers were reasons for the demise of the 
bar shop. As the case made its way into court, the judge looked over 
the paperwork at the hearing and commented: “I don’t know how I’m 
going to decide the case, but appear from the paperwork, we have a 
bar owner who believes in the power of prayer and we have an entire 
temple and its devotees that don’t.”

the test
We hope you have gone through the details of 
this newsletter. Bhagawan’s Grace has given it 
in your hands. Now is the time for a test. 

The following Jumbled up words are from 
within the text of the newsletter. Kindly 
rearrange letters and give us the exact words 
and win three prizes. Winners to get literature 
from the ‘Sai’ Library. Pls send answers to 
a.aggarwal98@gmail.com/sanjay.agarwal@
ssssoindia.org

1. O A C D I I R H R C A C O T 
2. I A A A M R L 
3. E H E A I S H R B L C 
4. H R C A P E

5. S N N A T I N A A T R T P O L
6. L Y R O M E O T G D A
7. A E C N P T R I D I A I S
8. A N A L I R S T I O N I P
9. S P A G L I H F
10. U R Y H M G U T U R
11. D Y T N IG I 
12. E D R A S I A P
13. R O M P A P E
14. I M N C L H O G
15. D I S L O N E G S 
16. N Y N I V S R E A R A 
17. C E U C O S N I R N E E S
18. R A D A A A H
19. A E O E L M N I C R

20. C R O M T R O O U
21. E N C O X S I R U
22. T N N A R EG G C IO O 

Results of the last jumble ‘Quiz’ 

We received many entries from across the 
country with the answers to the jumbled up 
words. The first three correct entries which 
were received are as follows:

Congratulations!!

1. Suresh Jani
2. Meenu Gupta
3. Dr. R.K. Sood

Karma is most important because it is the basis of devotion which ends ultimately to Jnana– Baba

hiMAChAL PrADesh

Anand Vilas at Shimla -The centre of all spiritual,  
Seva and Medical activities in the state

Reliving Memories –Bhagawan’s Visit to  
Himachal Pradesh in April 2010
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GLIMPSES
One Day Ophthalmology Conference At SSSIhMS, Prasanthigram

Published by: Sri Sathya Sai Seva Organisations, India, Prashanthi Nilayam- 515134, Anantapur District (A.P.)  
 Editor: Dr. Sanjay Aggarwal; Email : sanjay.agarwal@ssssoindia.org

A recent article in “THE INDIAN EXPRESS”

Trustee, SSSCT, Sri R J Rathnakar  
speaking on the occasion

Dr. Anuj Sharma, Head of Department, 
Ophthalmology, SSSIHMS, Prasanthigram 

speaking on the occasion

Trustee SSSCT, Sri K. Chakarvarthy 
 lighting the lamp
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